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Abstract—This paper proposes a framework for predicting the
effectiveness of the drugs used by the patients based on the reviews
given by the patients. This framework consists of five phases to draw
the predictions. The reviews given by the patients will be a free form
text. This leads to pre process the text for the classification and
prediction model generation. The framework uses a series of text
preprocessing methods to identify the valuable terms in the reviews.
The word net database is used to identify the terms. The clusters are
formed based on the terms identified. Based on the clusters, a
classification model is generated. This model is then used to predict
the effectiveness of the drugs. In addition to prediction, the
framework also presents the statistical reports about the clusters
formed. The effectiveness of the framework is also analyzed in this
paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the critical stages in healthcare domain is to predict
the effectiveness of the drugs prescribed by the doctors. This
process is twofold. It should be done at the time of clinical
trials [2]. Again it should be done after the usage by the
medical practitioners. An emerging discipline in systems
biology is Systems medicine which is aimed to integrate
clinical databases with large-scale molecular interaction data to
explicate about drugs prescribed for diseases [1]. This paper
focuses on the second aspect. Personalized medicine refers to
the customized therapy for an individual patient rather than the
approach adopted for set of patients.
Drug sensitivity
prediction plays a key role in personalized medicine. The idea
of personalized medicine is not new approach. It has been
practiced since the time of Hippocrates [13]. They used to treat
the patients based on their bodily fluids.
Usually the patients are requested to record their feedback
about the drugs used by them. Earlier it seems to be a hectic
process. But now a day's with the existence of social media it
becomes quite common and easy. Sentiment analysis is the
computational study of people's attitudes, appraisals, and
opinions about individuals, issues, entities, topics, events, and
products as well as their attributes [3]-[11]. Though Sentiment
Analysis is having a wide range of real time applications, it is
technically challenging [12]. This work considers the reviews
by the patients as a primary source for the predictive model.
The people are getting more aware because of the emerging
technological developments has led to the growth of large
amount of data. This enormous data contain more valuable

knowledge which will be useful in making important decisions.
Data mining is a major procedure of distinguishing valid,
novel, potential, valuable and eventually rational designs in
information [14]. Cluster Analysis is one among the most
commonly used strategy in data mining. It may be either used
as a solitary instrument for understanding the knowledge base
there by helps in decision making or as a pre-processing
scheme for other data mining techniques. The proposed
framework uses the hierarchical clustering for the classification
model generation.
This research paper is organized as follows. The review of
the literature is presented in the section II. The proposed
framework is explained in the section III. The experimental
results are analyzed in section IV. The conclusion and future
directions are recorded in section V.
I. BACKGROUND STUDY
This research work is motivated by several works. This
section describes the background study of the proposed
framework. Databases are the basic component needed to
analyze large volume of data efficiently. Data mining
algorithms on are instrumental and boosting the ability to
analyze data significantly. In order to perform data analysis,
data integrity and management considerations are inevitable.
The overview for the data mining techniques and their
applicability in the database perspective can be found in [20].
Clustering is the one of the most promising Data mining
techniques. In [21], the authors explained about the most
efficient K-means clustering.
Nearest neighbor classifier is a nearness-based classifier
which use distance-based measures to perform the
classification. The main idea behind the grouping is that
documents which belong to the same class are more likely
“similar” or close to each other based on the similarity
measures. One such measure used for finding the similarity is
cosine measure. The grouping of the test document is
incidental from the cluster labels of similar documents in the
training set. If we consider the k-nearest neighbor in the
training data set, the approach is called k-nearest neighbor
classification and the most common class from these k
neighbors is reported as the class label [21].
Information extraction is the task of extracting structured
information from unstructured text in a automatic fashion. In a
biomedical domain, unstructured text may comprises of
prescriptions, discharge summaries, reviews by the patients,
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scientific articles in biomedical literature and medical
information found in clinical information systems. Information
extraction is typically considered as a preliminary step dealing
with the preprocessing activity in other text mining
applications such as question answering [18], hypothesis
generation[19] and summarization.
A. Dataset Description
The dataset used for this proposed research work is
downloaded from the UCI repository. The name of the dataset
is Drug Review Dataset [17]. It consists of 8 attributes and
4143 instances. The dataset provides patient reviews on
specific drugs along with related conditions. Furthermore,
reviews are grouped into reports on the three aspects benefits
review, side effects and overall comment. The data is split into
two partitions namely, a train (75%) consists of 3107 instances
and a test (25%) consists of 1036 instances. The attributes of
the dataset are shown in the following Table I.
TABLE I.

ATTRIBUTES INFORMATION OF DRUG REVIEW DATASET



Drug Review
Training
Dataset

Attribute Name

Type

Hierarchical
Clustering

urlDrugName

categorical

name of drug

2

condition

categorical

name of condition

3

benefitsReview

text

patient on benefits

4

sideEffectsReview

text

patient on side effects

5

commentsReview

text

overall patient comment

6

rating

numerical

10 star patient rating

7

sideEffects

categorical

5 step side effect rating

8

effectiveness

categorical

5 step effectiveness rating

II. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Search for Tokens



Selection of
Terms



Calculation of Weight for
the Terms


Data Model
for
Classification

Drug Review
Testing 
Dataset



Attribute Description

1


Preprocessing
(Tokenization, Removal
of Stop words &
stemming to root words)

Wordnet
Database

Terms
Identification

Attribute Information
#



Predictions



A. Phase I - Reviews Preprocessing
Preprocessing of the Drug benefits reviews is the first
phase. This phase plays a key role in predicting the
effectiveness of the drugs prescribed. The preprocessing of the
drug reviews includes Tokenization, Stemming and Stop Word
Removal. Once the reviews are preprocessed, the terms
representing the opinions are extracted using the Wordnet
database. In addition to the exact term matches the synonyms
also extracted for better clustering.

The proposed framework consists of five major phases.
The work flow of the five phases is depicted in figure 1. The
phases are explained in the following sections. In order to get
more clear view about the proposed framework, the
architecture diagram is also presented.
Wordnet
Database

The steps involved in the drug review preprocessing are
explained in this section. Let us consider the review "I think
that the Lyrica was starting to help with the pain, but the sideeffects were just too severe to continue" to elucidate the steps
involved in preprocessing.
Phases of the proposed Framework

1) Tokenization: Tokenization is the process of breaking a
The detailed architecture of the proposed framework
stream of textual content up into words, terms, symbols, or
for predicting effectiveness of drugs based on patients drug
some other meaningful elements called tokens.
reviews is shown in the following figure 2. This architecture
encompasses of both training phase and the testing phase.
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After Tokenization: I, think, that, the, Lyrica, was, starting,
to, help, with, the, pain, but, the, side, effects, were, just, too,
severe, to, continue
2) Stemming: Stemming usually refers to a crude
heuristic process that chops off the ends of words in the hope
of achieving this goal correctly most of the time, and often
includes the removal of derivational affixes. Here the Porter's
algorithm [15] is used for Stemming.
After Stemming: I, think, that, the, Lyrica, was, start, to,
help, with, the, pain, but, the, side, effect, were, just, too,
severe, to, continue
3) Stop Word Removal: A stop word is a commonly used
word (such as “the”, “a”, “an”, “in”) that should be ignored for
searching and createing clustering.
After Stop words Removal: think, start, help, pain, side,
effect, severe, continue.
4) Synonym Extraction: The Wordnet database is searched
for the occurence of the words identified after stop word
removal process. If there is no exact match found, then
synonym of the words will be extracted otherwise this step
will be skipped. Here the opinion words alone are considered
as terms.

𝑤𝑖 = 0.30 ∗ 2 + 0.40 ∗ 1 + 0.20 ∗ 1 + 0.10 ∗ 0 = 1.2

C. Phase III - Clustering based on Term Weights
Once the weights are calculated for all the drug reviews in
the training dataset, the dataset is clustered using the
hierarchical clustering algorithm. The weights are used as the
measure for the cluster formation. Five clusters are formed
based on the weight measure. Depending upon the values, top
20% weights will be categorized as Highly effective, next
20% as considerably effective, next 20% as moderately
effective, next 20% as marginally effective and the last 20% as
ineffective.
D. Phase IV - Data model for Classification
The data model for classification and prediction is
generated in this phase. The model will accept the testing data,
find the term weight of the drug review, identify the cluster and
predict the effectiveness of the drugs based on the review. The
training data is also analyzed by the statistical reports about the
drug effectiveness in this phase. They are depicted in figure 4.

Effectiveness based on Drug Reviews
8%
6%
Highly Effective

13%

43%

Considerably Effective
Moderately Effective

After Synonym Extraction: help is associated with the
keyword pain, severe is associated with the keyword side
effect.

Marginally Effective

Ineffective

5) Terms identification: The words will be checked for the
type of opinion. The opinion type may be "Positive",
"Negative" or "Neutral". The terms are identified in this step.

30%

Impact of Side Effects
5%

After Terms identification: help is positive opinion, severe
is negative opinion.

12%

Extremely Severe Side Effects

30%

Severe Side Effects

B. Phase II - Term Weight Calculation
The weight for the terms identified in Phase I are calculated
in this phase. Based number of occurrences of the terms,
number of positive terms, number of negative terms and
number of neutral terms, the weight of the terms for the drug
review is calculated. The weights are calculated based on the
research work [16].

Moderate Side Effects
20%

Mild Side Effects
No Side Effects

33%

Fig. 4(a)
Fig. 4(b)

𝑤𝑖 = 0.30 ∗ 𝑛𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑖 + 0.40 ∗ 𝑛𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖 + 0.20 ∗ 𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑖 + 0.10 ∗ 𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑖

where, wi is the weight of the review i, nocci is number of
occurrences of the terms, nposi is the number of positive terms,
nnegi is the number of negative terms and nneui is the number
of neutral terms in review i. The weight is distributed
differently for each category. The positive opinions will be
given greater weight when compared to the other categories.
The count values for the parameters and the weight measures
are shown in Table II.

Fig. 1. Statistical Reports on the Training dataset

E. Phase V - Predication
This phase is used to draw predictions from the
classification model generated in Phase IV. The performance
of the proposed framework can be evaluated with the help of
this phase. Here the testing dataset consists of 1036 records.

Count and Weight for the terms
Parameter
nocci
nposi
nnegi
nneui

Values
2
1
1
0

Weight
0.20
0.40
0.20
0.10
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Precision
0.856

0.877
0.841

0.760

Fig. 2. Phase V - Prediction process
SVM

Naïve Bayes

Decision Tree

Proposed Work

Fig. 6. (d) Performance in terms of Specificity
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of the proposed framework to predict the
effectiveness of drugs based on reviews is analyzed in this
section. The metrics used for evaluation are Accuracy, False
Negative Rate, Sensitivity, Specificity and Precision. The
performance of the proposed method is compared with that of
other methods like SVM, Naive Bayes and Decision Tree
algorithm are discussed below.

Specificity
0.343

0.275
0.202

0.228

Accuracy
86.680
83.880

SVM

81.757

75.579

Naïve Bayes

Decision Tree

Proposed Work

Fig. 6. (e) Performance in terms of Precision
Fig. 3. (a)-(e) Performance Analysis of the proposed Framework

SVM

Naïve Bayes

Decision Tree

Proposed
Work

Fig. 6. (a) Performance in terms of Accuracy

False Negative Rate

From the above figures 6.(a)-6.(e), it is evident that the
proposed framework yields better results when compared to the
existing methods. The computational complexity of the
proposed work is comparatively high than the existing
methods. This is primarily due to the preprocessing of the drug
benefits review.

24.421
18.243

16.120

13.320

SVM

Naïve Bayes

Decision Tree

Proposed
Work

Fig. 6. (b) Performance in terms of False Negative Rate

Sensitivity
0.976

IV. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a new framework to predict the
effectiveness of drugs based on the patients benefits review.
The proposed framework first identifies the terms in the
patients review about the drugs being used. This requires
preprocessing of the dataset. The term based weight and
polarity of the opinions are retrieved during the next phases.
The training dataset is clustered and the classification model is
generated for predictions. The statistical reports of the
proposed framework is explained in the previous section. The
proposed work is evaluated with the help of testing dataset.
Based on the performance analysis the proposed work gives
86.68% of accuracy and 13.32 as the False negative ration.
The proposed framework offers better performance in terms of
specificity, sensitivity and precision.

0.968

0.965
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SVM
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